
Solution Brief

Encrypted Storage Solution for Long-term Archival of 

Police Forensic Case-File Data

Forensic investigation units collect and process large amounts of data for each case file that must be kept secure, encrypted, and retained for long periods (eg: 

per MoPI guidelines and UK National policy a minimum of 50 years for homicide and other Group 1 category crimes).  With data ingest rates increasing from 1TB 

to a projected 3TB+ per day per crime unit, a reliable, secure process is required to transport case file information to an encrypted, fault-tolerant, highly-

available, centralized data storage facility that can easily scale to 10s or 100s of petabytes (1000 TBs).

Further, forensic archival solutions must provide reporting which will provide information to police departments on the list of case f iles and their age and so that 

expired case files can be easily identified and systematically removed.  Given the high cost of transmitting large amounts of data over expensive WAN links 

police departments often require options for both physical data transfer of case files via a mobile storage appliances as well as a WAN transfer option for 

securely transferring data from police forensic office locations to an offsite data retention facility.
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Each QuantaStor appliance will scale to over 

1.2PB and billions of files.  Multiple appliances 

can be combined to form a grid which can scale 

to over 64PB and 64 appliances.

Police Forensics & Hi-Tech Crime Unit Office Location

Portable units contain 

up to 100TB of 

encrypted case files 

which are backed up to 

the centralized storage 

appliance grid in an off-

site datacenter.

QuantaStor SDS Storage Grid @ Central Datacenter

All case files are encrypted which ensures that the data is not accessible by anyone outside 

the police force even in the event of theft or loss of a mobile unit.

Further, the management of the encrypted data can be safely passed to a 3
rd

 party which can 

ensure data integrity, uptime, and provide hardware upgrades and maintenance.  To facilitate 

automated reporting we recommend that the case files be named with at minimum of a case 

number and a time-stamp.  Reporting can be sent via email or other means on a schedule of 

the IT department s choosing.

Example file name:

nypd_casefile102942_20161129.zip
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Example Configuration Overview

Encrypted Storage Solution for Archiving Forensic Data

Prepared for  Devon and Cornwall Constabulary

About OSNEXUS

OSNEXUS is a leading manufacturer of hyper-scale SDS solutions with the QuantaStor  Software Defined Storage (SDS) platform. QuantaStor SDS 

provides NAS, SAN, and Object storage in a single platform with unique storage grid technology to simplify the process of managing multisite and  

multi-PB storage environments.  QuantaStor SDS is sold worldwide through, OEMs, VARs, MSPs, and System Integrators to provide customers with 

packaged turn-key solutions.  

Visit OSNEXUS

www.osnexus.com 

blog.osnexus.com  

twitter.com/osnexus 

Equipment @ Police Department Forensics Unit Office Location

2x QuantaStor Storage Appliances (HA cluster) with 640TB raw storage (512TB usable)

2x QuantaStor Mobile Storage Appliances each with 50TB raw storage (40TB usable)

Dell R730

Dell R730

Dell MD1280

84 bay 3.5" LFF 12Gb SAS

Equipment @ Centralized Datacenter

2x QuantaStor Storage Appliances with 1.2PB raw storage (1024TB usable) scalable to over 64PB

Dell R730

Dell R730

Dell MD1280

84 bay 3.5" LFF 12Gb SAS

Dell MD1280

84 bay 3.5" LFF 12Gb SAS

Dell/EMC Based Hardware Platform

Dell/EMC Based Hardware Platform

MotionFX Hardware Platform

The following hardware is an example of what a typical forensic archive configuration looks like using Dell server and MotionFX portable unit hardware.  

QuantaStor is certified across all major server vendors so ask your OSNEXUS partner about options that will best meet the needs of your specific workloads.
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